
SUMMER CAMP 2024
Join us for Summer Camp 2024 as we dive into a sea 

of exciting themes and invigorating fun! From June 3rd 

through July 26th, children ages 5 to 12 years old will 

enjoy subjects such as arts, humanities and sciences, 

while making memories that last a lifetime.

Weekly Camp Dates
Week 1: 06/03/24 - 06/07/24

Week 2: 06/10/24 - 06/14/24

Week 3: 06/17/24 - 06/21/24

Week 4: 06/24/24 - 06/28/24

Week 5: 07/01/24 - 07/05/24

Week 6: 07/08/24 - 07/12/24

Week 7: 07/15/24 - 07/19/24

Week 8: 07/22/24 - 07/26/24

*Closed 7/4, 7/5

Hours of Operation
Camp Day: 8:00 AM - 3:00 PM

Full Day: 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM

How to Register
New families: please visit camps.endeavorschools.com.

Current families: please enroll at the school directly.
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MAIN CAMP THEMES
Charged Up!: 06/03/24 - 06/07/24
Campers will discover the wide-ranging domain of 
electrical engineering, gaining knowledge on creating 
circuits, understanding conductive and non-conductive 
materials, and more!

Creative Chemistry: 06/10/24 - 06/14/24
Dive into the imaginative realm of chemistry where 
campers have the opportunity to explore chemical 
reactions, osmosis, and even indulge in delightful edible 
experiments that delve into the chemistry of cooking!

Geology Rocks!: 06/17/24 - 06/21/24
Introducing you to a captivating universe of Geological 
Engineering and Geology. Acquire knowledge about 
Earth’s history, significant minerals like diamonds, 
energy resources such as oil, and challenges posed by 
earthquakes.

Hands on History: 06/24/24 - 06/28/24
Let’s go on a  journey through multiple eras and engage 
in activities influenced by different periods in history. 
Together, we will construct  time-traveler projects based 
on cultural and historical events.

Mix it Up!: 07/01/24 - 07/05/24
Aspiring young cooks will discover a fresh, fun 
perspective on cupcakes and other culinary creations 
as they whip up both sweet and savory versions 
throughout the week. Let’s taste test and find out whose 
culinary masterpiece is the best!

Aviation Adventure: 07/08/24 - 07/12/24
Campers take to the skies and explore the science and 
engineering of life at 30,000 feet with dynamic, hands-
on flight-based activities, as well as learning about the 
pioneers and heroes of aviation.

Stroke of Genius: 07/15/24 - 07/19/24
A thrilling experience that inspires campers to unleash 
their creativity and experiment with diverse art forms. 
Come discover renowned artists, craft your own artistic 
projects, and take part in inspiring games and activities

Game On!: 07/22/24 - 07/26/24
Ready? Set. Go! We’re racing to the finish line during a 
week of indoor and outdoor games. Join us for some 
physical and strategic games with friends and learn 
about the science behind movement and sports!
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